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Research, education, advocacy, and community service activities by 
gay law students occurred in 1972 in Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Minneapolis, Madison, Buffalo, and New York City while significant 
legal events happened that year in Ohio, Colorado and Kentucky.  
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“After a liberating experience as an openly gay undergraduate student at UCLA, I get to Loyola Law School where I 
feel stifled in a repressive atmosphere. You genuinely feel that confiding your sexual orientation to anyone would 
spell death to your future legal career. One night studying in the law school library, I feel especially frustrated. I find 
myself sitting in an end stall in the bathroom adjacent to the library. I take out a pen and carefully scrawl this 
accusatory slur directed at gay law students in the grouting between the wall tiles. I don't remember the exact 
words, but it was something to the effect that gay law students are a bunch of repressed closest cases. Remarkedly, 
some days later someone responds to my graffiti. It's another law student refuting my accusations and coming to 
the defense of his gay brethren. Soon there's this dialogue being conducted between the tiles of the bathroom wall, 
all culminating in our first rendezvous at that tacky gay bar called “Dude City” on Highland Avenue.  Think about it--
the first Gay Law Students Association in the United States, at a Catholic University no less, can trace its origins to an 
exchange of words on a bathroom wall.” – Source: Email to Tom Coleman from an unnamed alumnus in 2012.

Did you know 

that the true 

genesis of the 

Gay Law Student 

Association lies 

in bathroom 

graffiti? 
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The First Gay Law Students 
Association was formed in 
March 1972.  It consisted of 
students from Loyola, UCLA, 
Southwestern, and USC.  
Meetings soon moved from a 
gay bar to the Gay Community 
Services Center.

50 Years 

Ago
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Watch a short video 
about Steve Lachs 

becoming a mentor to 
gay law students in 1972

“I knew it would 

change my life.”

- Hon. Steve Lachs

Rand Schrader and Steve Lachs - 1979 Steve Lachs - Recently
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https://youtu.be/Lfj69y1y4-Q


While the first instance of 
organized gay law student 
activism occurred in Los 
Angeles, similar groups 

began to appear at other 
law schools in the nation.

Hastings
(San Francisco)

University of 
Wisconsin
(Madison)

SUNY
(Buffalo)

Fordham
(New York)

Golden Gate
(San Francisco)
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HASTINGS
(San Francisco)

Professor Walter Barnett is 
writing Sexual Freedom 

and the Constitution

Hastings Law News 
publishes an article on 

sexual law reform

Letter from Dick Gayer, student at Hastings,
to Tom Coleman, student at Loyola:

“The Gay Students at Hastings (GSH) is a registered campus 

organization since September 11, 1972.  We have

eight participants, plus the assistance of Walter Barnett as 

informal advisor. Reaction from the student government, the 

students in general, and the low-level administration has 

been positive. However, response from the gays has been 

less than exciting. Even those who do participate, in general, 

do so with hesitancy and with aspects of paranoia.” 
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https://repository.uchastings.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1048&context=hln
https://repository.uchastings.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1042&context=hln
https://repository.uchastings.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1042&context=hln
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/1972-gayer-letter-to-tom.pdf
https://repository.uchastings.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1046&context=hln
https://repository.uchastings.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1041&context=hln


Golden Gate
(San Francisco)
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University of 
Wisconsin

(Madison)

Jim Yeadon was a cofounder of Madison, 
Wisconsin’s, Alliance for Homosexual 
Equality (MAHE), the first gay rights 
organization in the state, formed in the 
fall of 1969 after Stonewall, and the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison Gay Law 
School Students Association around 1972.
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https://minds.wisconsin.edu/bitstream/handle/1793/56856/Yeadon_945_4.5.2009_transcript.rtf?sequence=3&isAllowed=y


Fordham
(New York City)

From the article: “The Gay Legal Caucus is a first step in breaking the cycle of 

fear and oppression that keeps most homosexual lawyers underground, ‘in their 

closets,’ and forces them to lie constantly about their personal feelings, 

relationships and life plans . . . An important question for Gay law students, which 

the Caucus is seeking to answer, is whether they must keep their homosexuality 

secret in order to gain admission to the Bar . . . Within a few months there should 

be a definite answer for all of the Gay law students who presently live in fear in 

the shadow of this question.”

Gay law student Bob Roth published an article 

in the April 6, 1972 edition of The Advocate – the 

student newspaper at Fordham Law School.

He reported that on February 7, law students, 

lawyers, and legal workers held the first meeting 

of the Gay Legal Caucus of the Gay Activists 

Alliance in New York.  This was the first gay 

legal association in the nation. 
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https://rmc.library.cornell.edu/EAD/htmldocs/RMM07325.html
https://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1034&context=student_the_advocate


Other Major 
Developments

in 1972

ABA holds its first 
forum on gay rights 

at an annual 
meeting

(San Francisco)

Incorporation 
papers are filed for 

Lambda Legal 
Defense

(New York)

Gay Coalition of 
Denver is formed by 
openly gay lawyers 

and activists
(Denver)

Craig Patton is 
admitted to the

Ohio bar by a
narrow vote
(Columbus)

Jack Baker and Jim
McConnell file an 

appeal in gay 
marriage case
(Minneapolis)

Tracy Knight and 
Marjorie Jones file an 

appeal in a lesbian
marriage case

(Kentucky)

First city laws
protecting gay 

employees passed
(San Francisco &

East Lansing)
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https://disabilityandguardianship.org/1972-Advocate-ABA.pdf
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/1972-lambda-application.pdf
https://www.denvergayrevolt.com/origins_of_center.html
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/craig-patton.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_McConnell_and_Jack_Baker
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/571585/pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1972_in_LGBT_rights


The lesbian marriage 
case of Tracy Knight 
and Marjorie Jones 

was pending on 
appeal in 1972 

(Kentucky)
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Jack Baker and Jim
McConnell file an 
appeal in their gay 

marriage case
(Minneapolis)
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Craig Patton is 
admitted to the

Ohio bar by a
narrow vote of the 
Character & Fitness 

Committee
(Columbus)

The sodomy law was repealed in 1972 in Ohio, 
the same year Craig was admitted to the bar.
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Application for approval as a legal assistance

corporation . . . denied and petition dismissed.

Incorporation 
papers are filed for 

Lambda Legal 
Defense

(New York)

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of 

New York, First Department

In re William J. Thom - Lambda

Legal Defense & Education Fund, Inc.

40 A.D.2d 787 (N.Y. App. Div. 1972)

Decided Nov 9, 1972

It does not appear that discrimination against 

homosexuals, which undoubtedly exists, operates 

to deprive them of legal representation. . . . we 

should not put our imprimatur upon any 

corporation which seeks approval to practice law 

for no more reason than that it claims to represent 

a minority.

Bill Thom (from Lambda’s website)
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ABA holds its first 
forum on gay rights at 

an annual meeting, 
while the Law Student 

Division adopts a 
resolution to repeal 
criminal laws against 
consenting adult sex

(San Francisco)
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Gay Coalition of 
Denver is formed by 
openly gay lawyers 

and activists
(Denver)

In the fall of 1972, openly gay attorney Jerry Gerash (photo) 
along with several gay and lesbian activists, formed the Gay 
Coalition of Denver.  That was the same year that consenting 
adult sex in private was no longer criminal in Colorado.  The 
coalition successfully fought against police harassment and 
gained the repeal of several anti-gay ordinances.
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Meanwhile . . . 
back in 

Los Angeles
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Barry Copilow and Tom 
Coleman write a 

constitutional challenge to 
the lewd conduct law in the 

“Black Pipe 21” case

Tom Coleman and Barry 
Copilow gather data to 

prove discriminatory 
enforcement of the 
lewd conduct law

Rick Angel and Tom 
Coleman operate an 

Arraignment Intervention 
Project to help defendants 
gain release from custody

David Rosenbaum and 
Tom Coleman slow

dance at the ABA Law 
Student Division 

reception at the Hilton
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Barry Copilow and 
Tom Coleman write a 

constitutional challenge to 
the lewd conduct law in 
the “Black Pipe 21” case

Coleman and Copilow teach the defense attorneys how to challenge the constitutionality of the lewd conduct law by filing 
a demurrer. They adapted two 1972 court decisions declaring vagrancy and lewd conduct laws unconstitutionally vague.   

District of Columbia Judge 
Charles Halleck wrote a 70-
page decision in 1972 
declaring the lewd conduct 
law void for vagueness. It 
was affirmed on appeal.  
Halleck’s opinion inspired 
Coleman and Copilow to 
challenge the lewd conduct 
law in California.

Coleman and Copilow in 2009
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https://law.justia.com/cases/california/court-of-appeal/3d/135/309.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papachristou_v._City_of_Jacksonville
https://casetext.com/case/district-of-columbia-v-walters


Coleman and Copilow developed a motion to dismiss, adapting the rationale of Yick Wo v. Hopkins to discriminatory 
enforcement based on sexual orientation bias by the police.  They search through hundreds of arrests reports to prove 
selective enforcement and they add the police chief’s public homophobic comments to show ill intent. Their research 
eventually went to good use when the California Supreme Court declared the lewd conduct law unconstitutionally vague 
seven years later, citing the Coleman & Copilow Report in Pryor v. Municipal Court (1979) 25 Cal.3d 238, fn. 8.  Dismissals 
based on discriminatory enforcement of the lewd conduct law were later successful in Santa Clara and Long Beach.

Tom Coleman and Barry 
Copilow gathered data 
to prove discriminatory 

enforcement of the lewd 
conduct law and 

prepared a motion to 
dismiss on equal 

protection grounds
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yick_Wo_v._Hopkins
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/discriminatory-enforcement.pdf
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/1973-Coleman-Copilow-Report.pdf
https://law.justia.com/cases/california/supreme-court/3d/25/238.html
https://law.justia.com/cases/california/supreme-court/4th/12/826.html
https://dominoeffectbook.com/what%27s-new.htm


Rick Angel and Tom Coleman 
and Michael Miller operate 

an Arraignment Intervention 
Project to help defendants 
gain release from custody

Michael Miller, Tom Coleman, Rick Angel  
22

https://disabilityandguardianship.org/1972-arraignment-project.pdf


David Rosenbaum and 
Tom Coleman slow

dance at the ABA Law 
Student Division 

reception in the Hilton 
Hotel – in violation of 

Police Commission rules

David Rosenbaum in 1981
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What 
others were 

doing in 

1972

Patricia Cain, who 
became a professor and 
noted scholar of feminism 
and LGBT rights, was 
attending law school at 
the University of Georgia.

Nan Hunter, who became a
LGBT rights litigator for the 
national ACLU and later a 
professor at Brooklyn Law 
School, was attending 
Georgetown Law School.

Nancy Polikoff, who became 
a scholar and advocate for 
legally unrecognized families, 
including LGBT families, was
attending Georgetown Law 
School.

Pauli Murray, a nonbinary 
civil rights trailblazer who 
graduated from Howard 
Law School in 1944, was a 
professor at Brandeis 
University.

George Raya, who became 
California’s first full-time gay 
rights lobbyist in Sacramento, 
was attending his first year at 
Boalt Hall in Berkeley.

Mary Morgan, who became 
the first open lesbian judge in 
the nation when she was 
appointed to the bench in 
1981, graduated in 1972 from 
NYU School of Law.
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https://www.encyclopedia.com/arts/educational-magazines/cain-patricia-1945
https://jle.aals.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1492&context=home
https://oralhistory.rutgers.edu/images/PDFs/hunter_nan.pdf
https://www.wcl.american.edu/community/faculty/profile/polikoff/bio
https://www.lgbtqnation.com/2019/02/black-queer-legal-pioneer-helped-launch-ruth-bader-ginsburg-onto-supreme-court/
https://www.paulimurraycenter.com/who-is-pauli
https://gayinsacramento.com/raya01.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_C._Morgan


Participate
October 2022

WEBINAR
hosted by the 

Williams Institute

MEMORY BOOK
produced by

Spectrum Institute

VIDEOS
of trailblazers

released each week 

Birds of
a Feather

For more information about these activities, go to:  https://spectruminstitute.org/
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https://spectruminstitute.org/


Preview

Maria Reyes Olmedo is developing a paper on the emergence 
of transgender, nonbinary, and students of color as activists for 
LGBTQ rights.  They are giving us a preview today of the
presentation they will make on this topic at the October 
webinar.  

Maria attends Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. María was 
born in Guanajuato, Mexico, and they are a non-binary Mexican 
immigrant and first-generation higher education student.
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The OutLaw LGBT student group at Loyola 
Law School in Los Angeles is hosting this 
webinar and cosponsoring the project. 

The Law Student Division of the American 
Bar Association is cosponsoring the 
project.

The California Legislative LGBT Foundation in 
partnership with the California Legislative LGBTQ 
Caucus are major donors to the project. 

The Williams Institute at UCLA School of Law 
is a major donor and will be hosting the 
webinar in October.

is a major donor in 
honor of 

Judge Rand Schrader.

California Senate President Pro 
Tem Toni Atkins (left) and Senator 
Christine Kehoe (retired) are 
major donors.

Mel Heifetz 
is a major 

donor.

The Goodstein 
Foundation is a 
major donor in 

honor of 
David B. Goodstein.

The Sentience 
Foundation is a 
major donor in 

honor of 
Arthur C. Warner.

Benefactors

Richard Carbonaro & John Adam DiPietro  *  William Breto & Dr. Fred Brugal  *  Thomas F. Coleman & Michael A. Vasquez

Your name or your organization’s name and logo could go here. 
To become a sponsor, contact:  tomcoleman@spectruminstitute.org
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https://studentaffairs.lls.edu/student-organizations/outlaw-lgbtq-students-and-their-allies
https://abaforlawstudents.com/
https://lgbtqcaucus.legislature.ca.gov/
https://williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rand_Schrader
https://sd39.senate.ca.gov/about-senator-toni-g-atkins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christine_Kehoe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mel_Heifetz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_B._Goodstein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Cyrus_Warner
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/benefactors.pdf
mailto:tomcoleman@spectruminstitute.org


OutLaw LLS is an organization of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ)
students and their allies at Loyola Law School.
OutLaw strives to provide Loyola students
with current information regarding the legal
and political issues facing the LGBTQ
community, as well as offer academic and
social peer support and professional guidance
to its members. In cooperation with other
LGBTQ organizations, including those at other
Los Angeles-based law schools, OutLaw aims
to create a community of lawyers and law
students who believe in the advancement of
LGBT rights as part of a broader social justice
agenda. Founded in 1972, OutLaw is proud to
be the first organization of its kind to be
recognized by a law school in the United
States.

Contact:
outlaw@lls.edu

Webinar is Narrated by
Thomas F. Coleman

Webinar is Part of
Birds of a Feather

As a law student at Loyola in 1972, Thomas F.
Coleman was the founding president of the
first gay law student association in the nation.
He secured official recognition and funding
for the Loyola chapter from the dean’s office.
As the school’s representative to the Law
Student Division of the ABA, Coleman
introduced resolutions which were approved
by the delegates at the LSD Assembly urging
the repeal of criminal laws against consenting
adult sex and recommending an end to sexual
orientation discrimination in the bar
admission process. Coleman organized the
first forum on gay rights ever held at an
annual meeting of the ABA. Students and
lawyers from all parts of the nation attended
the forum which was held in San Francisco in
1972.

Contact:
tomcoleman@spectruminstitute.org

Webinar is Hosted by
OutLaw LLS

Birds of a Feather, produced by
Spectrum Institute, commemorates
the LGBT activism of law students and
lawyers during the 1970s. While the
March 30 webinar focuses solely on
the year 1972, a memory book and
webinar in October 2022 will explore
what these trailblazers were doing
during the entire decade. Proceeds
above production costs will support
the Capacity to Love Project.

MORE INFORMATION
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https://studentaffairs.lls.edu/student-organizations/outlaw-lgbtq-students-and-their-allies
mailto:outlaw@lls.edu?subject=From%20the%20LLS%20Web%20Site
https://tomcoleman.us/
mailto:tomcoleman@spectruminstitute.org
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/capacity-to-love.pdf
https://disabilityandguardianship.org/50th-anniversary-commemoration.pdf


https://spectruminstitute.org/outlaw-webinar.pdf
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https://spectruminstitute.org/outlaw-webinar.pdf



